
 back to basics

1 Bureaucracy
Management systems and attitudes based on checking and delay, 
not decisiveness.

Example: instead of reacting quickly to an opportunity, a manager 
asks her or his boss, who then checks it out with their boss.

Advantage: it’s a way of preventing mistakes or wrong decisions. It 
makes sense if an organisation has a lot to lose, but not a lot to gain, 
e.g. Microsoft Office with its 90% market share.

Disadvantage: bureaucratic organisations are dull and frustrating 
to work in — especially for talented, confident individuals — so the 
brightest, most creative staff leave.

3 Chain of command
The vertical path up or down the hierarchy that links each staff 
member to the chief executive, via a series of middle managers. 

Example: a boardroom decision to ban staff from having visible 
tattoos is passed down the hierarchy until a supervisor confronts a 
junior staff member. 

Advantage: a clear chain helps identify when and where something 
has gone wrong, and who is to blame (and, on another day, who 
deserves credit).

Disadvantage: a rigid chain of command can keep problems such 
as workplace bullying from senior management. Staff must pass 
complaints up the chain, but their bullying boss will surely block 
the complaints.

2 Centralisation
Bringing more of the key decision-making to the top of the 
organisation, e.g. to head office, or even to the senior directors.

Example: Waterstones bookshops having all book ordering and 
display decisions made at head office, i.e. taking the power away 
from local store managers.

Advantage: centralised decisions guarantee consistency throughout 
the organisation, e.g. identical McDonald’s menus and products 
throughout the UK.

Disadvantage: taking decision-making power away from local staff 
risks losing the benefits of being able to react flexibly to local needs, 
tastes and habits.

4 Decentralisation
Distributing decision-making more widely, such as passing authority 
from head office down to local branches/store managers.

Example: McDonald’s passes power down to local managers over 
staffing levels and rotas, allowing them to double or treble staffing 
levels for busy city-centre Saturdays.

Advantage: local decision-making powers can be used faster and 
more relevantly to react to local customers and opportunities (which 
helps motivate local managers).

Disadvantage: local empowerment inevitably leads to differences 
between local policies, which might seem confusing to customers 
who expect consistency.
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6 Flat hierarchy
Few layers of management, so the organisational structure is based 
on width, not height.

Example: the business has only one middle management layer 
between the boss and the shop floor staff.

Advantage: vertical communications are quick and easy, perhaps 
making shop floor staff feel comfortable about popping in to 
chat to the boss. 

Disadvantage: if spans of control are too wide, staff may feel 
inadequately supported when facing difficult situations or decisions. 
This might lead to excess workplace stress.

9 Narrow span
When there are few staff answerable directly to each manager.

Example: each manager may be responsible for just two or three 
staff, giving them more time to spend developing and training 
— or the time to ‘micro-manage’, i.e. keep checking on every 
decision made by staff.

Advantage: a narrow span suggests that horizontal communication 
should be good, i.e. the three people in the same section can 
talk to each other.

Disadvantage: a narrow span may suggest bosses with too much 
time on their hands, with the risk of over-supervision (identified by 
Herzberg as an important hygiene factor/source of dissatisfaction).

7 Hierarchy
The layers of supervision and management that form the vertical 
structure of an organisation.

Example: personally I’ve taught at a school with two layers of 
hierarchy between classroom teachers and the boss, and another 
with four layers. Two was best.

Advantage: the layers can be seen as the career ladder, enabling an 
ambitious employee to plot their promotion possibilities in their bid 
for the top spot.

Disadvantage: each level of hierarchy may act as a barrier to 
effective, speedy vertical communication, possibly blocking important 
information from shop floor contacts with customers. 

10 Span of control
The number of people answerable directly to a supervisor or manager.

Example: in one organisation, managers may be responsible for 
three people. In another, the span of control may be nine or ten. 

Advantage: if you know a company’s span of control, you gain 
insight into the balance between control and delegation (narrow span 
implies high levels of control).

Disadvantage: the span of control may be too crude a measure 
of management. It would also be helpful to understand the 
organisational culture.
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8 Matrix management
A hierarchy including at least two structures. One will be functional 
departments, e.g. marketing and finance. The second is cross-
functional teams working on specific projects, such as new 
product development. 

Example: a cross-functional (matrix) team might have people from 
marketing, product design, engineering, market research etc.

Advantage: departmental staff have to work together, breaking 
down barriers and — hopefully — helping everyone to work together 
towards shared objectives.

Disadvantage: in a matrix system, staff can have more than one 
boss — the marketing director, perhaps, plus the boss of the cross-
functional team. Some worry that this weakens accountability. 

5 Delayering
Removing one or more layers of management to flatten the hierarchy 
in the hope of speedier communication and decision-making.

Example: Morrisons used to have ‘section managers’, e.g. one person 
in charge of fruit and veg. This supervisory layer was dispensed with 
in 2016, forcing junior staff to take on more responsibility.

Advantage: delayering cuts out a whole layer of fixed overhead 
costs from the wage bill — possibly allowing for better 
pay for others. 

Disadvantage: in the short term, delayering means redundancies 
or large-scale reorganisation. In the longer term it may mean more 
stressful jobs for those who remain.
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